


 
Explorer: Ed Stafford 

Ed Stafford was the first person to travel the entire length of the Amazon River-from source to sea- on foot. It took him a mind-boggling 860 consecutive days! 

He said it was the ‘hardest thing I’ve ever done’.1 So where did he get the true grit and determination to carry on in the face of adversity? Why did he bother? 

Ed was born on 26th December 1975. He was adopted and brought up in Leicestershire before attending Newcastle University. From there, he went on to earn 

a position in Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst and in July 1999 he became a British Army Officer. 

He remained in the army until 2002. In this time, he became an instructor at RTC Lichfield, overseeing hundreds of recruits as they took part in their basic 

training programme. It was here where he was at his happiest. 2   

The many skills he had gained from his time in the army, Ed transferred into a role as an expedition leader with the former charity Trekforce. He led volunteers 

across many landscapes on conservation and community based projects- in places such as the jungles of Borneo, Guatemala and Belize. 

Soon Stafford swapped the jungles for the freezing cold temperatures of Patagonia, Argentina and Chile. In Patagonia he conducted scientific research 

projects and completed Northern Ice Cap crossings in Chile. 

In 2010, Ed set a new world record and holds the title as the first man to walk the Amazon. He set off on 2nd April 2008 and completed his mission in August 

2010. Ed intended to use his adventures to ‘inspire adults and kids alike to get off the settee and go outside.’3 When he announced his plans, many people 

thought he was mad. Expedition experts said he was taking things too far- that he’d be likely to become ill, or that the dense forest, biting insects, snakes, 

bogs, jaguars and fearful tribes would be too much. 4 Ed certainly underestimated the scale of the event- he had estimated that it would take him a year to 

complete but over two years later, he was still walking on! 

Ed faced many adversities along the way. In month three of his challenge, he fell out with his walking partner, who then returned home leaving Ed to go it 

alone. He wasn’t to remain alone though as he met a Peruvian forestry worker who joined him on his journey named Gadiel Rivera, nicknamed ‘Cho’. It wasn’t 

easy- they had to navigate their way across swamps, rivers and contend with the local wildlife- such as deadly electric eels, pit vipers and botflies- one of 

which burrowed its way into Ed’s head. Ed recalls of his experience, “Once, Cho called a halt and pointed at something in the undergrowth. A deadly fer de 

lance (pit viper) was coiled and ready to strike. Just one bite makes you bleed from your hair follicles, eyes, ears, nose and fingernails, before dying a 

gruesome death.”5   
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Some days, they didn’t manage to cover much land at all. “The spines on some plants were horrific, going straight through wellies or into kneecaps” explained 

Ed. 6 

Food was a difficult challenge. Ed often survived on only 450 calories a day and in his book about walking the Amazon, he explains how he’d often dream of 

Mr Kipling’s French Fancies and flapjacks! He survived by eating animals such as tortoises and pirahnas which he smoked over a fire. He became so thin that 

he had to hold up his shorts and hold his boots together with threads! 

Far greater threats lay in their way, though- people. Local people saw Ed and Cho as outsiders, foreigners and Ed was fearful that they might harm him. Ed 

explained, "There's a rumour about a mythical figure called Pela Cara, which means face peeler. Locals believed white people would come and steal their 

babies and kill people in order to remove body parts and sell them. There were genuine looks of absolute terror when we arrived in communities. We arrived 

in Rieno Unido [in Peru] where a man had just gone missing, and because I was white… the village chief detained us.” 7  

You’d think this would be the scariest part of the trek- but no! Ed and Cho were chased by a gang of indigenous people living in the rainforest wielding 

machetes at them!  

"At one point we were in trouble because the Queen had not personally signed my passport." Ed recalls.8 

Amazingly though, they made it. It was over! Nine million-odd steps; more than 200,000 mosquito and ant bites each; more than 8,000 kilometres walked over 

860 days (733 of them with Cho), about 600 wasp stings; a dozen scorpion stings; and one Guinness World Record. I’ve never in my life felt such pure 

happiness.” explains Ed. 9 
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